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Macro definitions
The traditional deQinition of macro photography was that the size of the image on the
Qilm was the same as the size of the object being photographed. This was referred to as
1:1 reproduction. When the image on the Qilm was half the size of the real object this
was referred to as a magniQication ratio of 1:2 or a magniQication factor of 0.5X.
This was a sensible deQinition because the size of the image on the Qilm was
independent of the type of Qilm (colour, mono, slide) and the format of the Qilm (35mm,
medium format, etc). The image size did, of course, depend on the camera and lens that
produced it. The size of the image when it was printed depended on how much it was
enlarged and the basic point of macro photography was to produce prints (or images
projected from slides) that showed objects ‘larger than life’ so that it was easy to see
details that could not be seen by the naked eye.
With digital photography the situation has changed somewhat. A macro lens is still
deQined as one that will produce an image on the camera sensor that is the same size as
the object being photographed. However, not all sensors are the same size so a subject
of a certain size (say 1cm long) will take up different proportions of the frame on
different sensors. This is illustrated in the following table:

Sensor name

Sensor size

1cm as % of
sensor width

Full frame

35.9 x 24 mm

28%

APS-C

23.6 x 15.6 mm

42%

Micro Four Thirds

17.3 x 13 mm

58%

One inch

12.8 x 9.6 mm

78%

1/1.7”

7.6 x 5.7 mm

132%

1/3.2”

4.54 x 3.43 mm

220%

If the camera/lens combination is capable of achieving 1:1 reproduction, a smaller
sensor will appear to give greater magniQication of the image because the same size
image is covering a greater proportion of the sensor and hence more of the image
frame.
In addition, an image of a particular size on the sensor can cover vastly different
numbers of pixel on different sensors. For example, an image 1cm long on a 42MP fullframe sensor will cover 2215 pixels. An image 1cm long on a 15MP full-frame sensor
will cover 1337 pixels. This matters because the pixel dimensions of an image
determine how large it will appear at 100% size on a computer monitor.
When a digital image is printed its size depends on the number of pixels in the image
and the resolution of the printed image (how many pixels per inch are printed). So
using the example above, the 1cm image on the sensor of the 42MP camera would be
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about 19cm long when printed at 300 ppi (pixels per inch). The 1cm image on the
sensor of the 15MP camera would be only 11cm long when printed at 300 ppi.
This might all sound a bit confusing, so for simplicity we can think of it this way: what
matters in the end is the size of the Qinal image - on a computer screen, or projected
onto a screen, or printed. If, in the traditional sense of macro photography, we are
trying to show details ‘larger than life’ then what we need in the Qinal image is details
that cannot be seen by the naked eye. Whether or not the image formed on the camera
sensor was the same size as the real object is relatively unimportant. What really
matters is how large we can reproduce the image on screen or print it with sufQicient
detail and clarity to show what we want to show.
To avoid the technicalities we can simply use the term ‘close-up photography’ rather
than macro photography. Most people use these terms interchangeably.

Techniques for close-up photography
There are two basic principles to remember in close-up photography:
• Maximum image size (on the sensor) is achieved at the minimum focus distance of

the lens. Lenses that are designed to give 1:1 reproduction at their minimum focus
distance are referred to as ‘true’ macro lenses.

• The minimum focus distance of a lens is a function of how far its optical centre is

from the sensor. There are various ways to alter this physical distance and achieve
different reproduction ratios from a particular lens.

Standard lenses
A standard lens is one that has a focal length roughly equivalent to the diagonal of the
Qilm or image sensor. For a 35mm Qilm camera or a full-frame digital camera that focal
length is about 43mm. In traditional 35mm photography, a prime lens was referred to
as a ‘standard’ lens or a ‘normal’ focal length lens if it had an angle of view similar to
that of the human eye (around 50-55 degrees). Such lenses enabled the capture of
images with a natural-looking perspective. Although some manufactures have made
43mm lenses, it is more common to Qind 35mm and 50mm lenses which for most
practical purposes give a ‘standard’ or ‘normal’ perspective.
Used without any adaptations, a 50mm lens is very limited for close-up photography
because at its closest focusing distance the image on the sensor will typically be about
1/6 the size of the object being photographed. For example.
Lens: Nikon 50mm f/1.4
Minimum focus distance: 45cm
To Qill the frame on a full-frame sensor the object being photographed would
need to be approximately 24cm long.
However, there are various ways in which a 50mm lens can be adapted for close-up
photography and several of these are described on the following pages. Depending on
the type of close-up photography you want to do, one or more of these techniques can
be a good way to start exploring close-up photography. Good quality 50mm prime
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lenses are relatively cheap when compared with ‘true’ macro lenses and since they can
also be used for general photography such a lens is worth considering.

Auxiliary close-up lenses
These are also known as supplementary lenses or
close-up Qilters or diopters. They are usually a single
lens that is mounted in front of a normal lens (screwing
on like a Qilter). They can be purchased in various
magnifying powers (measured in diopters) and can be
stacked on top of one another to give greater
magniQication. Some of these lenses are designed with
two lens elements (and a called ‘doublets’) and they
tend to give better quality images than the singleelement lenses. Adding a close-up lens will greatly
reduce the minimum focus distance.
Some of the advantages of this approach to close-up photography are:
• The add-on lenses are relatively cheap.
• These lenses are small and light.
• These lenses can be attached without removing the main lens from the camera

and they can be used on cameras that do not have interchangeable lenses.

Some of the limitations of this approach to close-up photography are:
• Unless the add-on lenses are of very high quality they may not give image quality

equivalent to that of the lens on which they are mounted.

• The lenses can only be used on a lens with a suitable Qilter thread size.
• The combination will produce images with a very narrow depth of Qield.

Close-up lenses can be used with telephoto lenses but the downside is that they can be
expensive in the larger Qilter sizes typically required for long focal length lenses.
Example:

50mm lens

50mm lens plus close-up lens
Both at closest focus distance.
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In the above example, three close-up lenses were stacked to achieve maximum
magniQication.

Extension tubes
These are hollow cylinders (no glass) that are placed between the camera lens and the
camera body to move the focal point of the lens away from the sensor. This enables the
lens to focus at a shorter distance from the subject - hence the reproduction ratio
increases.
There are two types of extension
tube, those that maintain the
electrical connection between the
lens and camera body and those
that do not. If there is no electrical
contact between the camera and
lens the aperture has to be
adjusted manually but the autoexposure will still operate. If the
lens has a manual aperture ring
you can stop down manually but
you will probably need to focus
Qirst as the viewQinder will get darker as you reduce the aperture.
The second (more expensive) type of extension tube maintains electrical contact
between the lens and camera body so the camera can still control the aperture settings.
Because extension tubes reduce the minimum focus distance they increase the possible
magniQication for a given lens. The magniQication factor will increase by an amount
equal to the extension tube length divided by the focal length of the lens. For example,
if a 50mm lens had a magniQication factor of 0.15X adding a 25mm extension tube
would increase the magniQication factor by 25/50 = 0.5 giving a new magniQication
factor of 0.15X plus 0.5X which is 0.65X. You should see from this that longer extension
tubes will give a greater magniQication factor for a given lens and an extension tube of a
particular length (say 25mm) will be less effective on a long focal length lens than on a
short focal length lens.
Some of the advantages of this approach to close-up photography are:
• The extension tubes are relatively cheap (particularly those that do not provide

electrical connection from lens to camera).

• Because there is no glass in the extension tube there is no loss of image quality.
• The tubes are small and light.
• Extension tubes can be used with a variety of lenses (including macro lenses).
• If you buy a set, you can join two extension tubes together to give even more

magniQication.

Some of the limitations of this approach to close-up photography are:
• There will be some loss of light so wider apertures might be needed.
• The lens will no longer focus on inQinity (which is usually not a problem).
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• The lens has to be removed from the camera if you want to change the amount of

extension (so be careful of dust getting on the sensor).

50mm lens

50mm lens plus 27.5mm extension tube

Both images taken at the closest possible focus distance to give maximum image size.

Bellows
Bellows are basically adjustable extension tubes. They are placed between the lens and
the camera body to allow you to vary the distance between the lens and the sensor.
Some of the advantages of this
approach to close-up photography
are:
• There is no glass in the bellows

so there is no loss of image
quality.

• Bellows can be used with any

focal length lens.

• The distance between the lens

and the camera body can be
easily adjusted.

• The large distances that you

can move the lens from the
camera permit extreme levels
of magniQication.

Some of the limitations of this approach to close-up photography are:
• Bellows are more expensive than extension tubes.
• There will be a lot of light loss as the bellows are extended.
• Bellows can be very awkward to use outdoors.
• The extending part of bellows is easily damaged.
• With high levels of magniQication the depth of Qield will be very narrow.
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With a 50mm lens Qitted to bellows extended to 100mm, a full frame sensor can be
Qilled with an object just 1.7cm long. If the bellows are extended to 200mm the frame
can be Qilled with an object 90mm long.

50mm lens on 27.5mm
extension tube

50mm lens on 210mm bellows
giving a magniQication factor of
4.35X.

Reversing the lens
In this technique a lens such as a 50mm prime lens is reversed and
attached to the camera body via an adapter (sometimes called a T ring).
One side of the adapter attaches to the lens mount on the camera body
and the other side attaches to the Qilter thread on the lens. It works best
with a lens that has a manual aperture ring.
Some of the advantages of this approach to close-up photography are:
• The image quality is the same as when the lens is used normally.
• It is a cheap option.
• Large magniQications can be obtained.
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Some of the limitations of this approach to close-up photography are:
• It exposes the rear end of your lens to possible damage. (You can protect the lens

by attaching a short extension tune to the exposed end.)

• Depth of Qield will be narrow.
• Aperture has to be controlled manually. However, for some cameras it is possible

to purchase a reversing adapter that still allows the camera to control aperture it looks like this:

Example: A 50mm lens reversed will give approximately 1:1 reproduction.

50mm lens on 27.5mm extension
rube

50mm lens reversed

It is possible to use the reversed lens in conjunction with extension tubes to gain even
greater magniQication.
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Macro setting on a zoom lens
Some zoom lenses have a ‘macro’ setting, usually on the focus ring. This can be a very
convenient option for close-up photography but such lenses rarely achieve a 1:1
reproduction ratio.

‘True’ macro lenses
Lenses designed speciQically to achieve a 1:1 reproduction ratio are referred to as ‘true’
macro lenses. They are prime lenses designed to focus at very short working distances.
The major manufacturers produce versions of these lenses that typical have focal
lengths in the ranges of 50-60mm, 80-110mm and 180-200mm. (Nikon refers to these
as micro lenses.)
One of the important considerations with a macro lens is minimum focus distance
because this is the distance from the subject to the camera sensor at which 1:1
reproduction is obtained. Equally important is the minimum working distance which
is the distance from the front of the lens to the subject when the lens is at the minimum
focus distance.

Longer focal length lenses can achieve 1:1 reproduction at greater distances from the
subject than shorter focal length lenses, and this can be very convenient when
photographing live subjects.
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Some of the advantages of using a true macro lens are:
• The image quality can be excellent because these lenses are designed to be used

‘close-up’.

• The lenses are convenient to use for macro photography because they do not

require any extra attachments.

The only signiQicant limitation of this approach to close-up photography is the cost of
the macro lenses.
While true macro lenses are designed speciQically
for the type of image shown here, most macro
lenses can be used as ‘general purpose’ lenses as
illustrated on the following page (all images taken
with a 105mm macro lens - the same lens used
for the ant and bee image).
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Specialised macro lenses
Various manufacturers produced macro lenses that enable greater than 1:1
magniQication. For example, the Canon MP-E65 lens is designed exclusively for macro
photography and can deliver images that range between life-size at 1x and 5x life-size.
Venus Optics (Laowa) produce a range of specialised macro lenses, including several
that give 2X reproduction or higher.
Many of these specialised lenses are not suitable for general photography because they
will not focus at long distances.
Macro photography (particularly with greater than 1:1 magniQication when using these
specialised lenses) often requires the use of a tripod, because when you're shooting so
close to your subject, the depth of Qield is very narrow and any slight movement of the
camera will result in an out of focus image.

The depth of field problem
Depth of Qield (D0F) is the distance between the closest and furtherest points from the
camera that are acceptably sharp in the captured image.

In macro and close-up photography the depth of Qield will be very limited, as shown in
this example:
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There is more detailed information about Depth of Field in a tutorial on my website
http://www.roykillen.photography but the following general principles apply:
• For a given lens, depth of Qield decreases as the aperture is enlarged.
• For a given lens, depth of Qield decreases as the distance between the subject and

focal plane of the camera decreases. So DoF is least at the maximum
reproduction ratio (which corresponds with the closest focus distance).

• For a given image size on the sensor, depth of Qield decreases as the focal length

of the lens increases.

Effect of aperture on depth of field
Because depth of Qield is least at the widest aperture of a given lens, you will generally
want to use the smallest practical aperture, as in this example:

However, there are two other issues to consider. First, as you decrease the aperture the
clarity of the image may decrease because of diffraction of light at the edges of the
aperture blades. This is the reason that the minimum aperture available on some
macro lenses (perhaps as small as f/45) may not be usable. The second problem is that
as you increase the depth of Qield you may start to get unwanted distractions in the
background. That was not a problem in the previous example because the background
was dark, but it may be a problem in an image such as the following:
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105mm macro lens f/32

In the above example, the aperture of f/32 gave a suitable depth of Qield on the Qlowers
but to remove the unwanted background distractions it was necessary to selectively
blur the background. The layer containing the Qlowers was duplicated, the Qlowers were
selected with the Select>Focus Area command in Photoshop and that selection was
used to create a layer mask on the duplicate layer before a gaussian blur was applied to
the duplicate layer to give:
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Effect of working distance on depth of field
For a given lens at a given aperture, you can increase the depth of Qield by moving
further away from the subject. However, the image then becomes smaller on the sensor
and you will need to crop to maintain the size of the important part of the image, as
illustrated in this example:

Effect of focal length on depth of field
As a general principle, depth of Qield decreases as you increase the focal length of the
lens. If you use two lenses of different focal lengths to produce images of the same size
on the sensor, then the longer lens will produce a narrower depth of Qield, as shown in
this example:
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Achieving satisfactory depth of field
Taking all the above factors into account, here are some suggestions for achieving the
depth of Qield you want or need in your close-up images.

Camera position
The basic principle is to place the sensor plane parallel to the predominant plane of the
subject, as in this example:

Obviously this will work best for subjects that are reasonably Qlat and in situations
where you can get the camera into a suitable position. The approach has limited effect
in images such as the following - it gives an in-focus body but the depth of Qield is still
not great enough to get all the wings in focus:
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Aperture
Using a small aperture, such as f/22 will help to extend the depth of Qield, but it has
three limitations:
• The background may become distracting.
• You may need to use auxiliary lighting to avoid long exposure times (that can be a

problem with moving subjects).

• You may get some softening of the image due to diffraction.

f/3.2

f/22

Multiple exposures and focus stacking
This is a combination of capture technique and processing technique that can be useful
in many situations (not just macro photography). It requires a stationary subject and
involves three steps:
1. Put your camera on manual focus, focus on the part of the subject that is closest
to the camera and capture an image. Refocus slightly behind the original point
of focus and capture another image. Refocus slightly behind the previous focus
point and capture another image. Repeat this refocusing process for as many
times as necessary until you have Qinally captured an image of the part of the
subject that is furtherest from the camera. (Note: Some cameras will allow you
to make these multiple captures automatically.)
2. Import all the images into a program that can do focus stacking - such as
Photoshop or Helicon Focus.
3. Run the focus stacking program. This will Qirst align all the images and then
create a composite image that is made up of the in-focus parts of each of the
separate images.
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Example:

1 image with focus near the tip of
the Qlower.

8 images focus stacked with
Helicon Focus.
All images taken at f/8.

When capturing the images for focus stacking you have to consider two critical factors
- how many images you need to capture and how you will capture images that are as
closely aligned as possible. The second issue is the easiest to deal with - put your
camera on a tripod if at all possible. It may also help to use a focusing rail so that you
can move the camera in small increments rather than altering focus with the focus ring.
You need the in-focus areas of each image to overlap slightly. Therefore the number of
images you need to capture will depend on the depth of the subject and how much
depth of Qield you can achieve with each individual image. You may be able to achieve
this with 2 or 3 images when photographing a small subject with a reasonably small
aperture although it is usually best to use an aperture of f/8 or f/11 to minimise the
chance of softening because of diffraction. You may need to capture 10 or more images
if the subject is large or if you need to use a wider aperture. However many images you
capture, try to keep the distance between each of your focus points reasonably
consistent. It may help to have your camera in ‘live view’ mode.
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1 image with focus near
tip of stamen.

5 images focus stacked in
Helicon Focus.
All images taken at f/8.

It is possible to do focus stacking with many more images than I used in the above
examples, perhaps even 50 or more. However, I recommend that you Qirst try with
fewer than 10 images unless you need extreme depth of Qield.
Some cameras (such as the Nikon D850) have a “focus shifting” option that enables you
to take multiple images with the camera automatically adjusting the focus in small
increments between each shot - you can control how many image are captured and
how much the four changes between each image.
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Tilt-Shift Lenses
The axis of a conventional lens is perpendicular to the centre of the image sensor and
normal lenses are designed to focus in one Qlat plane that is parallel to the sensor.
Tilt-shift lenses (also known as perspective control lenses) have moveable parts that
allow both the axis of the lens and the plane of focus to be moved.
The shift adjustment moves the lens parallel to the image plane. This allows the
position of the subject in the frame to be changed without having to move the camera,
as shown in this example:

Illustrating how much the subject can be moved in the frame (with the lens shift adjustment)
without moving the camera. (85mmm lens)

For close-up photography we are most interested in the tilt function. The tilt
adjustment rotates the axis of the lens and this rotates the plane of focus relative to the
sensor as shown in the diagram below. The focus plane is then at an angle to the sensor
and this changes the area of the image that is in focus.

When a lens is tilted the plane of sharpest focus is also tilted (by a much greater angle
that the angle of tilt of the lens). The depth of Qield perpendicular to the plane of
sharpest focus is not actually increasing, but manipulating the plane of the in-focus
area gives the impression that depth of Qield has increased. For a detailed explanation of
how this is achieved visit http://www.cambridgeincolour.com/tutorials/tilt-shiftlenses1.htm.
It can be quite difQicult to visualise how adjustments of a tilt-shift lens will alter the infocus area of an image but the following example will give you some idea of the
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possibilities. For these images, a ruler was placed Qlat on a desk and the camera was
positioned so that the axis of the lens was at an angle of about 45 degrees to the ruler.

The 85mm tilt-shift lens was focused on the large red ‘O’ at the 10cm mark on the ruler.
For the Qirst image there was no tilt adjustment and the effective depth of Qield was
about 2cm. For the second image the lens was tilted by about 8 degrees (without
moving the camera body) and this gave an apparent increase in depth of Qield to about
7cm.
Tilt-shift lenses have other applications for general photography. For example, the tilt
function is useful for minimising distortion when you photograph buildings. You can
use the shift function to capture images that you then stitch to form a panorama. With
both the shift and tilt adjustments set to ‘zero’ you can use the lens as a normal Qixed
focal length lens. The major limitation is the cost of the lens.
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Lighting for macro photography
Unintended areas of deep shadow or over-exposed highlights can be a signiQicant
distraction in close-up images. So even when photographing in good natural light it is
worth considering some form of supplementary lighting. Illuminating your subject
appropriately can be a challenge in macro photography, but fortunately there are many
options available.

Electronic flash
In most cases, normal on-camera Qlash (particularly built in Qlash) will not be suitable
because you will be working close to the subject and the lens may block the light from
the Qlash. You may have some success with hot-shoe mounted Qlash if you are able to
bounce the Qlash from a suitably positioned reQlector (even something as simple as a
piece of white cardboard).
A better approach is to use off-camera Qlash. As a basic starting point you can use a
single Qlash unit connected to the hot-shoe with a cable. You can then position the Qlash
at a suitable angle and aim it at the subject or bounce the Qlash off a reQlector. If the
light is too harsh you can place a suitable diffuser on the Qlash or between the Qlash and
the subject.
The next option is to use multiple off-camera Qlash units. For this you will need an
appropriate control unit to trigger the Qlashes and possibly to control the strength of
their output. Again, you should also consider using reQlectors and/or diffusers.
Any form of off-camera Qlash will probably require time to set up and it may be of
limited use if you are trying to photograph moving subjects (frogs, insects, etc). For
these subjects you might want to try Qlash units that are attached directly to the front
of the lens (rather than to the camera body). The simplest approach is a ring /lash
with a control unit that mounts on the hot shoe of the camera. The light may be
produced from traditional Qlash ‘tubes’ or from LEDs as shown in this example.
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The advantage of the LED variety is that it will probably give you the option of using
continuous light or Qlash. This may produce quite different results as shown in this
example:

LED ring flash

Continuous LED ring light

Same camera settings for both images but auto-exposure gave different results.

One limitation of a ring Qlash (or continuous light) is that it gives a uniform straight-on
light that can result in a Qlat image. Another issue can be that the ring Qlash produces a
circular highlight in the eye of subjects. Both of these problems exist in this example:
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A more versatile approach that can overcome these two problems uses lens-mounted
mini-Qlash units such as this Nikon R1C1 Wireless Close-up Speedlight system.

The two small Qlash units can be rotated on the mounting ring and the angle between
each Qlash and the subject can be changed. It is also possible to independently control
the Qlash output from each unit. This gives a lot of control over the way in which the
subject is illuminated, as shown in this example:
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The effect of using on-lens Qlash units to supplement natural lighting is shown in the
following images:

Natural light.

Natural light plus onlens Qlash.
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Continuous light sources
Almost any portable light source is potentially useful for macro photography - either as
the sole source of light or as a supplement to natural light. The following images
illustrate some of the possibilities:

Image taken in direct sunlight.

Image taken in direct sunlight and LED torch used to illuminate jaws.
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Some light sources may produce undesirable colour if you leave the camera on auto
white balance, as in this example:

Daylight on cloudy day.

As above but with
supplementary lighting
from “Cubie” LED light.

As above but with
white balance
corrected. Note how
the supplementary
lighting improves the
shadow areas on the
Qlower.
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Macro photography in natural light
Depending on the subject, the style of image you want to produce and the available
light, you may not need to use any supplementary lighting. However, even on a cloudy
day when the shadows will not be really strong you will probably Qind that some
supplementary lighting will help (as illustrated in the previous example that used
small LED lights to remove the shadows.)
The simplest way to provide supplementary lighting on a bright day is to use a
reQlector. This could be a professionally made reQlector or something as simple as a
piece of white cardboard, a small mirror, or some aluminium foil with a cardboard
backing. Of course, manipulating reQlectors into a suitable position can be a challenge,
particularly when the subject is in an awkward position.
If you are doing close-up photography outdoors, there may be a problem of too much
direct sunlight. This can give blown-out highlights or unwanted strong shadows. A
simple way to minimise this problem is to shade the subject with a translucent white
umbrella. This will soften the light, make it more uniform, and reduce the dynamic
range in the scene being photographed, as illustrated in these examples:

Direct sunlight

Direct sunlight blocked with white
umbrella.
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Cropping and enlarging
Sometimes you can produce images that give the impression you ‘Qilled the frame’ with
relatively small subjects even though you were not using any of the close-up
photography techniques described so far. The secret is to get as close to the subject as
you can and photograph it with whatever lens you have available - then crop the image.
This can be a simple solution if the Qinal image you want to produce does not need to
contain a lot of pixels, which is typically the case when you are producing images for
digital competitions where the required image size is 1920x1200 pixels for example.
If you have, for example, a 16MP camera and you crop your image to 1920 x 1200
pixels you will be utilising less than 15% of the image you captured but the result may
still be acceptable. That is illustrated in the following example.

Original image
4928x3280 pixels

Image cropped to
1920x1200 pixels

However, a word of caution - if you want to print your images you need as many pixels
as possible. For example, if you printed a 4928x3280 pixel image at a resolution of 300
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pixels per inch it would be 41.7 x 27.3 cm (16.4 x 10.9 inches). If you printed the
1920x1200 pixel image at 300 ppi it would be just 16.3 x 10.2 cm (6.4 x 4 inches). If
you crop an image and then wish to make a large print of it you will have to either
enlarge the image or print it at low resolution. Since the main purpose of close-up
photography is to show Qine details, it is generally not a good idea to print at low
resolution (less than 300 ppi) because the image will start to look soft and the details
will be lost.
The option of enlarging the image to give sufQicient pixels for a high resolution print is
worth considering if the cropped image has good detail in it. Your main choices are to
enlarge the image in Photoshop or use a dedicated enlarging program such as On 1
Resize. Again, a word of caution: if you enlarge an image too much you will start to lose
the Qine detail and that defeats the main purpose of doing close-up photography. But
here is an example of what can be done:

Original image 4928 x 3280 pixels
with 85mm lens.

Image cropped to 790 x 790 pixels and
then enlarged to 4724 x 4724 pixels
using On 1 Resize 10.
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Conclusion
The prime purpose of macro photography is to produce images that contain details
that would not otherwise be seen, and that is illustrated in the following images.

Broken fang.

Dragonflies mating
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An alternative reason for macro photography is to explore the creative possibilities
hidden in small subjects, and that is illustrated in this image:

Oil droplets on water.

Bubbles

However, the main reason for macro photography is enjoyment - so go out and explore
the possibilities.
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A few final points
As with all photography, if you can visualise the Qinal image you want you will have a
better chance of capturing the image(s) that you will need to achieve that goal. It is
particularly important to visualise the orientation of your subject, the depth of Qield
you want, the background of the image and the lighting. These things should dictate
where yo pace your camera, what aperture you use, whether you capture single images
or images for stacking, and so on. The more that you can get right in camera the less
processing you will need to do.
Any small camera movement will blur your close-up images so it is important to have
the camera as stable as possible. You will increase your chances of capturing sharp
images if you use a sturdy tripod. If you are using a DSLR, lock up the mirror and use a
cable or remote shutter release. If your lens has vibration reduction or image
stabilisation turn it off.

If you Qind any errors in these notes or you would like to make suggestions for
improving them please email me.
Roy Killen
roykillen@mac.com
31st May, 2020.
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